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May 12, 1978

Volume XCIV

System Is Explored

T&nuve.
by Doug Pinkham ,the system that grants
faculty members virtually

Number 25

universities, has been acused

"Academic tenure has evolved asa
protection of the faculty member's
right of academic freedom," states
William Baird, Dean of Academic
Affairs. "The whole business of
higher education is to seek truth
and advance knowledge, but there
may be tension between the
authorities who control and the
faculty members seeking the
truth.' Tenure, then, allows a
professor to express his views in
and out of the classroom without
fear from reprisal. "
- By
providing professional job
security, however, the tenure
system raises questions concerning the criteria for granting tenure
and the dilemnas faced by
untenured faculty. As Baird
observes, The major problem is
how to attract good, young people
in an ambiguous situation...It's
difficult to bring in fresh faculty
members for an extended period."
In; addition, some untenured
faculty admit that the system at
Wooster is especially unclear, and
that they are placed under

College. "Our committee receives
recommendations, reads student
, education, yet it was designed not
evaluations, and writes to past LS.
positions at .colleges and to restrict but to protect.
students for their opinion of the
faculty member in question." says
Baird. "Evaluation of faculty is very
difficult iq do, yet it's one of the
" most important jobs because it's a
.
,
t
thirty year decision."
Despite the listed criteria for
tenure, one untenured faculty
' member notes that "Nobody will
If
give you an estimate of criteria for
tenure...rt hard to come down to a
black and white definition, but it
would certainly help if it were
possible." Interviewed untenured
faculty agree that the College does
not distrinctly spell out what an
r- "exceptional
person" is; that is, the
.
kind of professor that deserves
tenure Under any circumstances.
"They give us two stories here,"
says another faculty member, "If
you're an - exceptional person,
youll get tenure. But is everyone
tenured exceptional? That's false
logic in my opinion."
:
Because of decreasing enrolltremendous pressure during their, ment and the fact that 58 of all
initial years.
faculty - are already tenured,
Before a professor is given untenured faculty .must decide
tenure, he or she must whether to gamble by trying to stay
.demonstrate competence during a at the College, or keep up with their
seven year probationary period. professional research in hopes of
Tenue review begins the first year, landing a job elsewhere. "There's a
and if the faculty member remains conflict in the idea of loyalty to the
r
at the College, review continues College community ," one
- routinely until the sixth year; at that
teacher observes, You can't stay
loyal to your profession when you
time a more thorough examination
is conducted by the faculty and the have to work
hour
Teaching Staff and Tenure days. ..And aO we hear is that we
Designed to protect academic freedom, the tenure system
'
'
should spend more time working."
Committee.
provides faculty with a job security that few other
In addition to heavy work loads,
under
When
criteria
review,
the
professions share. The roacTto tenure is seven years long,
r
(1) the pressures of being a
decisions'
for
are
tenure
however, and involves heavy work loads and pessimistic
ability,
(2)
scholarship,
faculty
(3)
teaching
in
member
arise
other
hiring projections. faculty are under
research, and (4) value to the forms. "First-yea- r
.-
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restricting change, in high
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pressure to conform in subtle
're
under pressure to
play some jpf the games, the
ways-they-

cocktail, familiarity games," says

one insturctor. "There's a lot of
feeling of being exploited among

untenured faculty because it's a
buyer's market," states an
assistant professor.
Since there does exist a "buyer's
i market" (colleges have a surplus of
qualified teaching candidates), the

prospects for being granted tenure
are not optimistic. According to a
memo issued to the faculty by Baird

on February 7, 1978, regarding the
prospects for tenure, estimates
"would bring the number of
tenured faculty members to 98 in
1984-85- ,
when all present
non-tenure-

d

faculty have completed
their probationary periods." If the
size of faculty remains the same,

the percentage of tenured

professors would be
a
total of twenty additional faculty
members
Currently,
tenured.
there are 51 probationary faculty.
"Some junior faculty members
were told that technically the only
chance they had for tenure was if
r
someone dies," says a
teacher..
If enrollment were to decline,
t
however, and if the
ratio of" 14.5 to 1 were to be
maintained, the size of the faculty
would have to decline. Noting that
74-w-

ith

first-yea-

faculty-studen-

the administration

and. the

Financial Advisory Committee
have chosen an enrollment of 1650
for contingency planning, Baird
concludes in the memo that "it is
clear that if enrollment falls to that
level, it will be necessary to
terminate some tenured faculty
cont. on pq. 3

The Faculty Evaluates Student's Attitudes
--

-

"

-"

.

.-

by David Hagelin

;

"

Are today's College of Wooster

.

students more serious academi- xally than their counterparts of the
1950's and 6ffs? According to ten
n
faculty ; members from a
of departments who have
been on campus long enough to
draw such comparisons, "academic seriousness" is a multifaceted
concept. They tend to observe not
a decline or upswing in seriousness generally but rather changes in the
manner in which seriousness is

-

cross-sectio-

:

manifested.

;1

'

--

--

.

:

professors interviewed
believe these manifestations are
reflective of the social environment
of the period under investigation,
Trends in the job market and the ;
social turbulence of the late '60s
and early 70$ especially are seen
as having affected- -- students'
academic attitudes. Most of the
; professors stipulated that because ,
students are a diverse group, the
patterns they cited , have been
general and have . not appEed .
"

The

:

--

--

j

;

ul i

I

a

mid-- .
. Students of the early-an'60's . were similar to students
today, those interviewed claimed,
d

I'i r'h

.

Several faculty members noted
that, because persons of college
enrollment age now are not
products of the "baby boom",
students are selected from a
smaller pool. Consequently, a
larger proportion of students must
be accepted. A sociology professor
noted that over the past few years,

in that their seriousness assumed
the form of viewing excellence in

college performance as necessary
cont. on pg. 3
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students increasingly have
exhibited difficulties with

composition.
The few faculty members
interviewed who were teaching
here in the 1950V view their

as conformists , in
retrospect. While many were
serious in their attempts to satisfy
their professor's requirements, a
religion professor feels there was
also "more fooling around" in this
-universally. '
r
period, than there is now. i He
; A change ftp the quality? of?
;

declared that there was no "painful
awareness"Uhat the student who
was hot dedicated would suffer. '

preparation andj academic

seriousness.'"

;

V

,

performance must not be seen as
representative of a declining
academic seriousness on the part
of students. As an English
professor stated, "It's hard to tell
the difference between academic

, students

Members of the history department, Drs. Watts, Bates, and Turner take a moment to relax
between a schedule of classes and IS appointments. The VOICE interviewed ten faculty
members to, find out how students have changed over th years, and how the faculty relate to

trcb.--

:

'

"
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SGA Takes Action On
Calendar & Visitation
which best suits the
educational needs of the
campus community. We
urge that theJaculty take
this resolution into serious
account when voting on
May 15, 1978.
I urge all students at this time to
read a copy of the student

by Mike PetreHa

I

This coming Monday, May 15,
the faculty will again be taking a
series of crucial votes on the
quartersemester change. The
SGA has taken its stand on this
position: we believe that the
College should remain on a
quartercourse system'.
This opinion was formed after a
subcommittee of
special
SGA did some research into the
planned change. The
report, which is on closed reserve
in the library, points out what we
believe are the major drawbacks
to such a chnage. It also suggests
modifications in the present'

appraisal,

.

six-pag-

This Thursday will mark an
important date in the life of the
present visitation proposal: it is
scheduled to be voted on by the
Campus Council. The Council,
composed of students, faculty,
and administrators, is the first step
to hopeful passage of this option

quarter .calendar that may

system.

Also in the document are the
results of a recent student survey,
conducted by the Educational
Affairs Committee of the SGA. Of
the 693 respondents, 65 favored
retaining the quarter system; 18
did not; and 16 did not know. In
another question, 54 of the
respondents said they would
remain at the college if a calendar
change were made; 18 said they
would not, and 28 didn't know.
With those following facts in
mind, the General Assembly
Monday night passed the following

system.

has been slightly over a year
since Eden Thomas was appointed
to form the original Visitation
Committee. Since then the reigns
were handed over to Jeff Kirk and
Greg Hook. The work they and all
the committee members have
done is to be commended. It is a
It

Dear Editor, - v
' Since the publication of my
letter in last week's Voice,
regarding what I considered to be
the questionable activities of the
campus Judicial Board, I have had
the opportunity to speak with
"

:x

Voting Members:
Stu Massey
Jim Burns.
Dave ComstockDeb Sanborn

Dan Heistand Lauren Vogini-RobiJackson Daryi Ward
Hearing CounceDors:

faculty,

consideration. Our

Marlene Sprenger-JiBregman

assessment of the present
situation dearly demonstrates the need for further
discussion among all
campus entities to develop
a calendarcurriculum

overwhelmingly

m
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"Class Struggle" By Marx
(CPS)-D-r.
Bertell Oilman, several
months ago an obscure associate
political science professor at New
York University (NYU), is today a
--

relatively famous man. But Oilman

"Rat Race" implicitly "depict and

promote a

dog-eat-do-

world".

g

He designed his game "to develop

more humane, cooperative
attitudes". -

in
isn't sure whether he's more
The game has also been-use- d
famous as the storm center of the classes at Columbia, NYU and --the
themselves to play the role of latest academic freedom University of California at
"hanging judges', without regard controversy or as the inventor of a Riverside.
to the complete facts of a given, new socialist board game called
case. To have such people sitting "Class Struggle".
1
.
I
The academic freedom issue
on a body with as much power as
...1
r
In the article entitled, lAxigiass
the Judicial Board wields . is arose when the University of
Discussion on Student
appalling. These faculty members Maryland nominated Oilman as Hosts
which appeared in last
Maturity"
chairdepartment
overwhelming
government
apparently exert an
VOICE, Vikki
WOOSTER
week's
influence over several of the man. Several Maryland state
quoted as
mistakenly
was
Brooks
objected
to
student members of the board, legislators, though,
of
enforcement
endorsing
stricter
Oilman, a socialist who "favors
through their in depth questioning
She
Conduct.
of
Code
.the
of defendents in a case and in their Marxist approaches to the study
believes, in actuality, that "the
discussion of the case with board of politics". His formal
of Conduct is dependent
members before "sentencing". It is appointment has been stalled as Code
upon"
an .understanding .of
surely an easy matter to see how legislators, on one hand, threaten community
requires personal
people of faculty stature could
to cut university funding if Oilman responsibilitythat
a commitment
and
'
have a decisive influence over the gets the job and, on the other to one another." Only as long as
student members" of the Judicial hand, various supportive groups 'Students are unwilling to accept
Board. What seems most argue that Oilman's academic' responsibility .to the community
his ideology-shou- ld
qualifications-n- ot
upsetting about this situation,
should a code of behavior be
be the only considerations.
however, is that these faculty
imposed on their lifestyles. She
members actually take advantage . Oilman, meanwhile, has been,
"enforcement,"
concentrating on selling his does not endorse
of their influence.
student
increased
"an
but
It has come to my attention "socialist board game".
VOICE
The
responsibility".
most,
explains.
that
during the past week that there
Oilman a special subcommittee oft : boafd games like "Monopoly: iand - regrets the, error, 1 T c - - uv,
1

264-123- 4,

..

'

Correction

class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located irt lower Lowry Center,
Room
Telephone: (216)
extension 433.
STAFF

.

two faculty

'

members, to my knowledge, have

-

Editor-in-Chief- ..

These

CamDus Council studying the Judicial Board in quite a different
campus judicial system. However, manner than are student
the members of the Judicial Board members. This , in itself seems
- with whom I have talked regarding unjust.
Since it is the students' that must
this subcommittee have no
knowledge as to its existence. put up with the consequences of
Surely this subcommittee cannot having what seems to be an unfair
expect to make a thorough study judicial process on this campus,
of the Judicial Board without the and since the students can expect
board's knowledge. But if this little, if ' any aid from the '
then it is the
investigative branch of Campus administration,
Council is just now getting students who must take the first
underway, I would suggest that it step toward alleviating this
start its study at the root of the detrimental situation. It is for this
faculty members of reason that the students of this
problem-t- he
and the process campus can expect action on this
Board
the Judicial
which places them in such a matter within the next week. The
position of authority. To attack students deserve it, it is my feeling
this process, I believe, would be to that the students want it, and so
attack the prime source of the the students shall get it.
unfair power which the Judicial
Sincerely,
Board carries. To my knowledge,
Jim Van Horn
faculty members are placed on the

apparently taken it upon

The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Association Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are now
$6.00 per year for a second class subscription, $9.00 per year for first
'
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-
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supportive

members of trie ' student body
have, on the whole, supported the
claims which I made in that letter.
There is indeed a problem with the
Judicial Board on this campus.
The problem Ges in power-t- he
power of this body to be
prosecutor, judge and jury. ,
Beyond this, however, my
discussions of this past week have
revealed to me that a major
problem with the Judicial Board
on this campus also Bes within
certain personalities which 'run'
the Jbody. I am in particular
referring to two of the four faculty
members which sit on the Judicial

n

Referees:

i

CO. KttMu'

HS

,

organization as weD as several of
those who have been tried by that
body. The statements which I have
received from these people, as well
as those I have received from the

'

Judicial Board

HfO

.

,

1978-7- 9

It JUST

--

several members of that

--

A4AQ1

ftUD 60N.

Hanging Judges Rule Board

coming years.

dar and Curriculum at
the College, prepared by
a subcommittee of SGA,

.

IPD

Letters to the Editor

discussed. Through it all, we have
still stuck to our basic belief that
the three option system ' being
proposed will be of a great benefit
to the College of Wooster in the

RESOLVED:
That the General Assenv.
Wy of the SGA reafirrns
- that the College' of
Wooster remain on a

ttlL K.

CH

proposal which has been
extensively researched and

resolution:

warrent serious

-

VISITATION TO TAKE FIRST
STEP

accomplish many of the goals the
faculty sees in the semester

system.
The arguments stated in
the Appraisal of Calen-

their

heard.

e

quartercourse

express

and

opinions to faculty members.
Make sure that your voice is

ad-ho- c

--

''-e-

xists

--

.

1
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New Prof

j':

mapmpxpresses First Imp ressions

something which is required by
newspapers of larger cities. Letters ' Pohlmanns are bikers and runners,and were aggrivated with the "autoMarcus Pohimann, a new face in appeared in the Record, and were
"the Political Science department sent to his: home, mostly; madness" of Wooster drivers.
Pohimann also expressed
Wooster, came here from a one commenting on the fact that his
- year replacement
job at Bates views were the views of the displeasure with some cases of
;. College.
Pohimann recalls sending intellectuals". PohJmarm now ' "macho oriented racism and
that
out forty io fifty applications in smiles about the incident, and pulls . .extreme
search of a job. He was seriously out a folder from his drawer in he witnessed in town. It was for
considered for a position at four which he keeps copies of the letter - these reasons that the Pohlmanns
.: small
liberal arts colleges. that .prompted his response, his ' made what they refer to as their
; Wooster's job proved to be the own letter,
and the many replies he "psychological separation" from
most interesting of the four choices received. He also recalls that at
the ;' - the city of Wooster, and are now
after compieing the Interviews, ft time of the incident, he was
much happier. "We come in, doour
took the Pohlmanns four trips organizing the first of the Political tning, and go back out"
before they were finally settled in Science Coffees, and used
the gun V Pohimann refers his teaching job'
'
TT' :
control issue humorously in his
at Wooster as "challenging and
.. Not long after the school year invitations as
point for 1 interesting". In his career at the
starting
a
began. Dr. Pohimann got involved discussion. On the day of the first , college, he has taught American
in a minor controversy over & coffee, one of the faculty members ; Politics (fall quarter), Black Politics
sidelight of the fur trapping issue. sent his regrets that he would not
and Political Analysis (winter
One night while reading the Daily be able to attend because it was the - quarter), and is presently teaching
Record, Pohlmannspottedaletter first day of duck season. Urban Politics. Next fall he will be :
to the editor relating gun control "
offering
a - new course " titled
'wife,
his
Pohimann
Dr.
and
prohibition
and the
of leg hold traps
'
American
Parties and Elections.
to threats on American freedoms. Barbara moved from their
He will also assume the
: apartment on Quinby, out to the
That very night he sat down and
responsibilities of chairman of the
typed a response to the letter, rural area, and did not hesitate to
Urban Studies department.
sealed it, put it in the mail and forgot express his feelings of the city of
When asked to comment on the
city
saw
"We
as
the
the
about it. Two days later it appeared' Wooster.
proposed
calendarcurriculum
.in the paper. Pohimann, who was worst of both worlds', says
change, Pohimann stated that he is
accustomed to papers like The Pohimann. You get neither the
in favor of the semester calendar.
New York Times, had signed his quietness and cleanness of the , As far as the curriculum goes
letter with 'an explanitory small town," nor the widespread
however, he commented, "What
- paragraph stating his occupation
entertainment oppotunities of a
we have now would work if the
and position on the issue, larger city here in Wooster. The
faculty- - advisors would , get it

by Susie Esta

;'-
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"

.

-
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narrow-mindedne-

ss"

--

.

.

:

-

;

-
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mid-August.

'.

:
--

together." He also feels the
proposed freshman Course is
"totally unrealistic". Problems he
sees include the imposing of a'
"collective notion", the difficulty of
reaching an agreement on a
"collective notion"
and the
impossibility of finding enough
willing to- tach this "collective
notion". "You are not going to
recreate Renaissance Man with
Introduction to Liberal Arts." He
favCTS the idea of a human relations
oriented program which he sees as
more valuable to the students, r
-

--

. As for his future here at the
college, Pohimann wants. to get
more involved in the
classroom learning experiences.
He feels that these are some of the
most valuable learning experout-of-the-

-'

iences offered on campus.
Pohimann would like to unify the'
group of students majoring in
political science. He sees an
examination of the curriculum in
the department, and hopes that
they will be able to put together
program that will better suit the '
political science major's needs.
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JFryeillands Wooster Welcome
by Tracey DiJs

.

.':;:

'

Woosteraswenasanothercollege. with finding adequate child-cara
Frye made the decision to come problem which was resolved by
"Wooster is unusual in its - here and became a member of the advertising
in local newspapers.
respect that it grants new faculty
.English department in the Fall of
Because
of two small children
according 4,0. second year 1976.
, ' combined with her teaching load, :
:'
professor Joanne Frye. Dr. Frye, a
Since she' was already from the Dr.; Frye' finds little "time for
member of the English department
whose particular concern' is Midwest, Dr. Frye cites no major ; community involvement, although
modern literature, came . to ' problems in adjusting to lifestyle, her involvement here within the
Wooster from Bloomington although it was a significant change v college is extensile. Frye was
Indiana in 1976.' :
Amoving to a small city from a more instrumental in developing the now
; Frye cited - her particular cosmopolitan university area. The available Women's Studies minor .
problems in finding teaching first problem that Frye had to deal ; and also serves on the Educational
positions in a college or university. "with when she moved to Wooster Policy Committee. One of the most
She came on the job market late, was finding housing. "There is a comfortable , features about
after most colleges had already ' real shortage of rental homes in Wooster, she "claims, is . her
made . faculty decisions . for the Wooster," and Frye was fortunate r relationships with colleagues, a fact
corning year. She wrote letters to to be able to rent the home of a which she "couldn't have counted,
various - institutions and was faculty member on leave. on in other schools." The New .
surprised to receive offers from Secondly, Frye was concerned
cont. on pg. 9
e,
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Marcus Pohimann, new political science assistant professor
and refugee from New York City, likes the college
environment but avoids the city of Wooster.

Tenure System
Reviewed
i

liuill pg.
members if the number on tenure
grows at the rate estimated above
The DroSDects for a substantial
increase in the number of tenured
female faculty members are even
less optimistic. According to a
second study conducted by Baird,
the projected number of tenure
females may be as low as 7 by
1982-83- .
"In the 1920's and 1930's a
lot of women were " in high
education, and Wooster was one
member of the history department . most of the faculty agreed that the of the leaders in employing
stated. "Students were not active present - student desires a women," said Baird in an interview
with the VOICE Since many of
structured educational program.
. in the classroom."
.
A chemistry professor saw this
"Some of the bite of the '60's is these women have retired in recent
as an exciting time in which faculty lost," said a chemistry professor. years, "there are very few tenured
members were "put on the fine". - He thinks students are less women on the faculty.. .That's an
"Students asked, Why do I have independent, like their 50's unsatisfactory
situation... We've
to' learn this?' Professors were counterparts, some of whom are lost a high proportion
of women in
forced to provide a rationale for their parents. "They want to copy
last several years as a result."
the
education, which was good," he notes at the feet of their master
;
One untenured faculty member
, .
said.
rather than go out and discover
believes that more should be done
A member of the math things for, themselves."
to increase the number of tenured
department, however, lamented
: His colleagues also contend that
females; "The way the tenure
the "discounting of old values" at
students today are more system works now is on the
this time.
than ever about "what seniority basis," she
concerned
'
"Interest in liberal arts dropped
states, "They
They are serious
want."
profs
off in favor of relevance," he stated.
should take into account the
wanting
of
boost
to
mainly
in
terms
Most of these faculty feel this
number of females coming up in the
reaction to liberal their GPA's and doing that which is ranks when making a tenure '
soc
doexhibit
Some
them.
expected
of
arts education was indicative of
decision on a male." real seriousness rather than mere academic curiosity and most, like
Never less, not all untenured
mid-- ,
demonstration of emotion. the students of the early-anfaculty are oooosed to the tenure
Though students were not Ws, are
system itself, but rather to the
"Today the idea exists that the
particularly
the
inequities
in the system. "Tenure
Vietnam War was a very visible -- promise of a job after a college
has
its
says w.
, wv
benefits,"
one. "If
u
negative reward for the male ; education is not absolute," a
twenty vears here
spends
someone
"
said.
sociology
professor
fail.
student did he
Competition in a tightening job aruiisrartof thecorrrniuni.sotw
While a - political science
t
shouldnt come along and
professor holds, that students market was seen as a reason for the
an .ambivalent competitiveness- - qf( joday's, take his job.. .Things are already
I
attitude ' toward rtheir - culture,": student.. i
u 7 i ; .1 . too' ftfipersonal'in out soWeryHe
wvmh.
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Faculty Reflect on Ghana
cont. from pg. 2
to entering desirable careers and
: to being accepted by professional

-

'
y
institutions.
"The belief in the 'iffs was that a
good education would provide
unlimited
opportunities upon
graduation," said a sociology
professor. "Students exhibited a
'confidence accompanying this
beGef. They could be more cavalier;
in what they said, and did on
campus than they can be now." -A sense that these students were
interested in learning for learning's
sake was expressed by about half
the faculty members. Students
today are serious in this manner
-

--

-;'-

.

;

w

.

-

-

:

-

,

.

. also, but to a lesser extent, they
feel.
The social issues of the late '60V
Vietnam, Kent
and early 70's
definitely
State, racial conflict
influenced students' attitudes,

'"

'

.

-

-

according to these - professors. '
Many students felt their academic
program skirted the issues of the
day and did not raise : vital
questions.
.. ;
.
."Social awareness and concerns
were more manifest men," 'a 7
.

'-

-..

"

-

,

--

'

iaHy-attun-

.

ed

d

goal-oriente-

grade-consciou-

d.

s,

.

"

-

hot-sho-

.

today-."refle-

ct

--

"

adds that "Basically Tm
but I find the school slightly

J-

pro-tenur- e,

hypocritical at times."
In stating that the present
system should be improved, an
untenured assistant professor
notes that "I think you need some
.kind of tenure system, but the
problem with the system here is
that junior faculty members don't
feel there's much room for tenure.
And there's 'no clear-cu- t
idea of
what you have to do to get it."

Another faculty member,

however, believes that "the tenure

system operates
sentiment

more on

than quality," and
advocates its elimination.' "We
should come up for raises in salary
and leave it at that. All decisions arc
made in secret, and if you get
tenure you're here until you

croak.
A modification of the system at
Wooster is improbable, according
to Baird: Tve never seen a- modified tenure system that wasn't
like what we've got. "The College of
Wooster does not dictate quotas
for tenure positions, but does set
some guidelines to try to "build in
some flexibility." Because student
enrollment may shift rapidly, the
administration is cautious about
tenuring all members of a
department. Though one unten

ured
instructor calls
urea inmucigr
tans those
inuK

ofiidelines "de facto Quotas". Baird
warns, "If you're a gambler, you
can fogea kt of rnoneyinprediting
where students' interests will Be in
v
r
the futuW."

""'.':

-
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Environmental Exhibition
Displayed in Ssverahcc
pieces hung on the face of the pillar
by Diana Lutz
marking the entrance to the main
major,
Martha Ross, an art
opened her senior independent ' gallery space. Walking to the left of
exhibition Sunday May 7, 1978 in this pillar, a letter of dedication is
Severence Art Studios. The show '' posted . explaining the artist's
is not a gallery exhibition but, relationship to her work. Beyond,
the viewer .
instead, an environmental and up several steps, participant)
experience taking place in several (who becomes a
which is
different spaces, the inter .enters the artist's spacewall-lik'
relationship of which becomes the redefined by two
length
of
the
stretching
structures
piece itself. The" viewer's
participation and penetration are the gallery, placed parallel to one
required in addition to , the another, at an angle to the existing
- walls. The redefined space limits
perception of the work".
Ross's materials include rented the original gallery area, yet there
paper forms is still the possibility of spacial
bricks',
which are textured and colored by penetration. On the left is a low
the artist with vegetables and wall constructed of bricks which is
fibres, and wooden boards and punctured in the ,center by a
window-likepassage .
moulding strips. These elements three-sideclimb
participant
to
inviting
the
redefine
they
are arranged so that
the architecture of the lower over and through the wall, thereby
r
gallery space and of two small defining a personal space. The
attic-likrooms at the top of the other wall, on the right is made up
I
of hanging, overlapping paper
, "
building. '.
Senior art major Martha Ross offers an unusual art exhibition in Severance Studios
forms which are organic in color
through
building
Entering
the
incorporating both building and artistic technique.
the south doors, one is confronted and texture. The eye penetrates
with one of Ross's textured paper the spaces created between the
paper forms of this pseudo-wal- l
and also through the translucent
areas of the paper itself. On the right side of the pillar at
After finishing grad school Key
south entrance, there are
the
being on this team, especially since
put in my high school paper." He will return to Nigeria to settle
'by Mark Pierson
to the two upper rooms
directions
we got out of school for a month has been especially interested in down in a job. "I. think my
blueprint diagram of the
a.
and
any
do
I
to
will
knowledge
have
didn't
literary events on campus, such as
be beneficial to my building which indicates the
past several years to have Kayode and
plays and poetry readings, as well country, for it is in a stage of rapid
(Key) Akintunde on its soccer studying.
."'relationship between the two- After high school Key quit as concerts such as the Cleveland development. I want to work for
.1
gauery.
team. Key has been a major factor playing,
upper rooms ana tne
"I
during his first yearat
immmmmiz?
i
j
miwmwiiiiw
i.i
and
is
and
success
spaces
soccer
Wooster's
Ross,
in
According
the
to
Wooster he didn't get seriously
symmetrical triangular
in
the school's fourth
a
exist
Key is from Abeokuta, Nigeria, involved in the game. Sophomore
arrangement which is indicated by
Key decided that
and attended high school there. year, however,
lines superimposed on the
genuinely interested and
"
He left school for a year to work he was
diagram of the building. However,
,
full effort into the
and later returned to finish. After began putting his has
upon close examination of the
really been
.., ,;.
'
graduating he decided he wanted sport. "The team
of the gallery space,1t is
location
the past years. Everybody
it is not situated midto go to an American college, and good
that
obvious
we have a
was given the names of five knows each other and
the two upper-roomway
between
team spirit. The best way to
'
and
schools by the American real
thereforethe
....
4
Embassy. Wooster was the first to have a good team is to have one
of space is . not
distribution
if
reply to his application, and thus where everybody feels as they're
symmetrical arrangement.' The
part of a family, and that has
point occurs at the
became his choice.
He began playing when he was contributed to our success." .
stairwell. The fact that the rooms
Key has been an
young, but had no formal coaching
are laid out in a triangular
until high school. He played for his for the past two years at Wooster.
arrangement is - more ;of a
awards
state team two times, and both The soccer
conceptual than perceptual
given" by division, but
times his team went to the are not
phenomenon.
Ross's suggestion
rather by the NCAA as a whole.
nationals. He was also on an
of this triangle is
of
the
existence
it
team, on which only 22 Key enjoys the title because
for;
the viewer's
sufficient
were picked from over "makes you feel that somebody
understanding. Perhaps the visual
students
doing."
It
mm A
t
you're
49 reauy
enjoyea appreciates what
transcription is too literal. In any
i
l.UUU scnoois.
Wooster has had only one other
its inaccuracy sets up a
case,
soccer player to exceed Key's
perceivable contradiction.
feats by making
Following the directions up a
Kayode Akintunde slips between
three straight years.
Wooster
flight of stairs, and then up a steep,
When Key came to Wooster he
two defenders to score a goal for the Scots. Yet his interests
the participant
. narrow ' ladder,
intended to major in the Sciences
lie in classical music, drama, and poetry as well as soccer.
penetrates the artist's mind and
and will be graduating this year as
the government in any job that will her environmental spaces. "I felt I
a Chemistry major. He plans to go
TO SEE BETTER... Orchestra.
was crowding up inside
affect the lives of my people. When
Key has had a very positive
for a year and then return to
somebody's head," said Dorothy
SEE PERRY OPTICAL home
I went home after three years
experience during his four years at everything seemed to be under Knauer. "I felt that I was
the U.S. to attend grad school. He
wants to go to school either on the Wooster, and feels that the college development,
trespassing." This sensation is'
and this- - rapid
community is very supportive of
West or East coast so he can get
magnified as one crawls from the
of a policy of
a
result
growth
is
foreign students. "Here at a small investing -- within the country
another view of America.
ladder through the opening in the
Key used to write folk poetry in college Eke Wooster people see instead of outside." With such
ceiling, and enters, a dark,
you are a foreigner and they come aspirations Key will probably play confining room. It takes several
high school. "I would go out and
my
up to you and ask you who you are an important part in his country's seconds to visually penetrate the
land
native
and
look
the
at
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
people and sit down and write five
and where you're from. It's a very growth.
darkness. Another square paper
NEW FRAMES
or six lines, and some of these got positive feeling."
, ..
cont. on pg. 7
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
"
La Boeheme. But that is only a that will run from May 20 to June 12 PBS; what's more, he adds, there is
by Lisa Vickery
LENSES DUPLICATED
it will be filmed, taped, edited and' great opportunity for television
Only one week after carrying the side engagement to the
prepared for- broadcasting on viewers to derive a great benefit
lead role in this spring's musical
Britten's
Benjamin
of
television some time from the broadcast. The whole
PROMPT REPAIRS
The Most Happy Fellow" Dale Albert Herring in which he has international
next season. .
idea is very important because it
is about to embark on
Moore
SENSIBLE PRICES
invited to sing.
The opera company has been gets people to the opera who might
another theatrical venture. Moore, been
During the spring of 1976, the
doing its best to reassemble the never have had the chance," says
voice coach and director of the
had
its
Louis
of
St.
original
Theatre
Opera
cast of two. years ago.' Moore.
VALL
Concert Choir here at the college,
opera of
comic
of
this
will return to sing the part of
season
first
Moore
special
leave
of
has been granted a
PRESCRIPTIONS
and because of its great
the vicar, his original part.
absence in order that he may travel Britten'scombined
with the recent
success
FILLED
Moore has not become stage
to Missouri tomorrow to sing withr
composer, PBS has
the Opera Theatre of St. Louis. ' death of the
struck but is delighted to be singing
for other reasons. An honor
" Beginning next week Moore will requested that the company opera
333 EAST LIBERTY
being
bestowed upon the opera
is
have
this
time
264-234- 4
be singing the role of Akrindoro ,a perform it again and
I jt filmed.. After the. performances
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'""V
y Tracey DOs
Wendy's

.J"

one customer, "the best
--

.

-

hamburgers in town." Besides'
outstanding hamburgers which
the customer may purchase with
single, double or triple patties,
Wendy's also offers their own
variety of chili, their own type of
dairy dessert and french fries.
Prices at Wendy's are relatively
high, with a "single" hamburger '
costing 79C, a double, 1.29 and a
triple, 1.79. Cheese and tomato is
ten cents extra, but Wendy's
guarantees that they will fix your
meal to your qualifications of .
garnishes. The hamburgers are
exquisite and surely deserve the
praise of the
customer, but the chili is slightly
afore-mentione-

d

delicious Frosty, a chocolate dairy
dessert, is well worth the short
jaunt down Beall Avenue and it
sells for a mere forty-fiv- e
cents.
The interior of Wendy's is I
pleasant, and a large amount of
window spaces allow the customer
to peruse the happenings on Beall
Avenue while enjoying his or her
meal. The dining room itself is
decorated is an art noveau style
with a modern flair, and is usually
kept clean and neat by cheerful
Wendy's
Wendy's also participates in its

--

'

."

'

if

own clean-u(no trays to take
back or garbage to throw away), a
fact which will deEght many
Wooster students who have tired
of the habit at Lowry Center..
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the
'lotinvited

injustice.

-

Robin

.

drawings

- large
scale
of the Wooster

Light's-

environment in pastels, charcoals
and pencil, Nancy KeDom's
watercolor still life studies and Ann
Caldwell's 'glimpse of action'
.

acuity ivc9
Is Talk Topic
1

On Wednesday, May 17, at 4:00
p.m.,, the Women's Resource
Center is sponsoring a discussion
on Tho RoU rtf Aradtmr Farnltu
Wives in the College Community."
Participants in the discussion will
be Dee Perky, a member of the
math department, Susan' Figge, a

.

"

-h

T"w.

I Publications
I
I

J

Figge, Chairman,'
Committee,

indica-- I

ting your qualifications and
relevant background as well as

!

your views on the aims and goals of
the Thistle or Index. Applications
should be received no later than
Monday, May 22.

3-- 5

Poses A Threat To Art
write the history of art and with

by Lisa Vickery
The capitalistic society of today
confronts artists with a dialectical
situation which appears to be
without a solution. Art, which' is
supposed to be a total freeness of
expression, has to a great extent
become controlled by the
"tastemakers" who influence
society as to what to like. Critics
can control the fate of artists with
their reviews and determine the
patterns that art will follow.
As former editor of Art Forum,
an influential contemporary art
-periodical, John Coplans, who
6 poke Monday afternoon in the
Lean Lecture Room, has himself
experienced the anguish of being a
tastemaker. His lecture dealt with
the problems seen from an editor's
frame of reference that face art in a
.

.

capitalistic society where

ECON-O-WAS- H

their journals

make value

judgements.
, With the hundreds of thousands
of art majors turned out from the
universities yearly who is tovsay
which ones deserve recognition?
Once those artists 'leave the
classroom and are thrown into an
undeniably capitalistic society
they must compete in the rat race
just as if they were in any other
profession. Those who make it to
the top do amazingly well, for
there is support and investment in
the art world, but there is a far
greater "number of artists who
founder in their failure.
Another major problem facing
the art world today is the "undying
sameness to it all." Artists, in Mr.
Coplan's opinion are producing
.works that all look the same, no
matter what kind of uniqueness or
individuality artists may claim. Art
is so restricted to the Western
democracies that only a small part
of the world seems to put forth art
that we can recognize. "The
center of the art world is the
United States" and everything else
is an imitation of it, or so it

artist who tried to come to terms

with his consciousness of society;
he committed suicide.
Working with Art Forum was
often an uneasy vocation for John
'Coplans, for the "aestheticians"
are forced to become too political.
The tastemaking and the idea
forming of society can easily get
too hung up in profit making
notions, disregarding the realities
of art.
"A work of art cannot be simply
aesthetic" and the essential value
of art must be considered in terms
of the human suffering it took to
produce the work. John Coplans
disagrees' with a common theory
that art breeds art because
"human beings breed art."

Flair Travol
Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.

For Your
Convenience
Just off the College
Campus -- For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs,

CALL
264-650-

5

.

appears.
It is the consciousness of the
artist that is so vital for producing a

work of meaning. The artist must
be conscious of the tensions of
society and be able to rationalize
them. The problem for the artist
comes in the rationalization.
Rothko, an abstract expressionist,
was cited as an example of an

Grace's Wine
Shoppe

.

-

Vtir

Thistle and Index are
by the Publications

Richard

I

ns

--

competition more than often
interferes with the real expression
of the artist. Line, color and form
are no longer dictating art
anymore and because of the
"extraordinary changes recently
member of the German in the art world" the question of
department, Shulamit Dektor, an just what constitutes art is present
athroDoloqist. and Beth Irwin more than ever.
The true value of art, which
Lewis, an historian. In the
discussion, these women will ,should be based on the
share their experiences as faculty fundamental attitudes of content,
is instead coming to be defined by
wives and talk about the its monetary value. It is the
experiences of a married couple, tastemakers who have the power
both of whom have PhD's and who to control that monetary value, an
seek work in their respective unavoidable consequence of art
fields. Also included in the criticism. It is these people who
discussion will be a sharing of ideas
BEALL AVE
on how' academic faculty wives
can contribute to and be utilized
by the college community. The
(Just Norlt of th Collage)
discussion is open to the entire
24 Hour Coin-O- p
Laundry
campus community and will be
Dry Cleaning 8 4:15
held in Lowry 119.
"

nsJif

Committee. Editorial responeibili- ties will begin in the fall of 1978. If
I you are interested, please send a
I letter of application to Professor

,

fish-ey-

irr tK

a

I

pastels are some of the less
1
r,
abstract works to be shown.
... Aside from the sculptures and
regular drawings the exhibit
includes oceanographic
done by Marina McGrew,
which she based on sea shell forms.
The project of all of these nine
seniors (and the dog of course) can
be seen from May 14 to May 21,
with an opening reception to be I
p.m.
held this Sunday from
New fast food restaurant in town, "Wendy's Old Fashioned
when the artists will be present to.
Hamburgers,"
offers a variety of delicacies at reasonable
discuss their work.
prices.
silk-scree-

Apply For Editor
Annlu-afu-m-

kill

I

.

.

"

.

J

staff-member- s.

Artists On Display
The work of nine senior art
majors will be exhibited in the Frick
Art Museum beginning this
Sunday, May 14. The senior LS.
show, entitled "Nine Seniors and a
Dog",- - includes sculptures and
drawings of both .abstract ana
s- realistic nature,
Ceramics done by Bob Sulick
will be on display, some of which
are functional, some sculptural,
and some of which are a
combination of the two. There will
also be fiber sculpture of Keith
Wilkerson and large paper
sculpture by Martha Ross.
Creating three dimensional,
sculptural visual boxes, enclosing
r landscapes' that can be viewed
e
through a
lens has been the
project of Jeff Bender. They will
also be on exhibit. Here is also'
where the dog in the show's title
enters, for Jeff Bender's Irish
Setter has been such a companion
to these art majors in the past four
years that to leave "Kelly"
unrecognized would be an

Tomorrow, Saturday May 13 at
6:30 is your chance to bid for
V dinners with celebrated campus
personalities (Oordon Collins,
Betty Doty, Floyd Watts, just to
name a few), breakfast in bed,
banana splits, or the pie of your
choice. Maybe a harp lesson, a
quarter of karate, or a juggling
lesson' would strike your fancy.
These are iust a few of the
countless services we will be
selling at the auction along with a
01 goods from college and
variety
J
community friends and busi- I nesses in order to help raise the
-- funds necessary for Steve Burns,
Dave Comstock, and Laurie
Brubaker to participate in
Operation Crossroads Africa this
summer.

"piece de resistance", the

burgers, a new establishment on
Beall Avenue, offers, according to

,

For Crossroads

bland and the french fries tend to
be a little too greasy. Wendy's

Ham-

Old-Fashion- ed

Place Your Bids

s-tvc--

III

l

1

248 W. North
262-586-

6

Street

1fr

Threads Liberated
DO-NOTHIN-

DENIM

G''

ALL COTTON!

ALL NATURAL!

Won't shrink out of size
Resists wrinkling and puckering
Gets softer sooner
Washes cleaner
and it's all natural American cotton, not 13
polyester like some jackets. After all, if it isn't pure
cotton it isn't really denim. We know that, so do
you. We won't sell you plastic jackets.
V

Waist length western jacket. Flapped front pockets,
Sedgefield metal buttons. Navy, prewashed, pre- faded, blue ice.
S-M-L--

XL.

A

J

U

I
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One week only - Mqn. thru Sat. May 15tK thru May 20th!!
"B a B" Sale!! Bring a friend or buddy, or
Brenner's
a relative, or your next door neighbor.vJf you have no friends,
relatives, or neighb ors . . . . go out and grab a stranger ...Come on
down and share the savings!! Or...come down all by yourself and
V
keep all the saviiigs....just for you!!
Semi-Annu- al

Need ; Swimwcar or AValk
shorts. ..or Sport or Knit
Shirts.V.ajiy 2nd item of equal
or less value wil cost you only
;
50 of theretail!!
Buy a 3 piece' puttogether"
outfit of - brushed cotton or
' denim.....
any .2nd piece will
be Y2 price...add in
a contrasting "Disco Shirt? it may be
the price item....

Do you need a new wardrobe?
Close the "generation gap"
and bring your Dad if he's here
for Parents Weekend. Get a
whole new wardrobe - from the
skin out - Save on Underwear,
Shirts, Coats, Slacks ...what
ever.

jr

t

-

Every 2nd item of
equal or will cost
you half of the
retail price. Buy 2
Sport coats. ..the
2nd one is price
Buy 2 Jeans-eac- h
2nd pair of equal or
less value is only
price....

Now this week
only- - is a good time
to stock up on
accessory items.
Any -- Underwear
item of equal or
less value will cost

you half.. every
2nd pair of sdx
price. -

preittiet
6
Ph.
for
Men's
complete
only
store
Wooster's
Big & Tall Men's and Boy's wear.
' '
- - "'
'''
"'I
p . ...

116 E. Liberty St.
'

--

''

'

-

--

-

....
:

..

.

'

,
"
:
.

''

both welcome or
use bur own Chg.
or layaway ; plan no carrying charge. J ,.
vv
.

-

262-877-

-

Visa b r Ban k
Americard are

"

Pro.

"if'
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by Dse Vogel
Inventive people have already
solved bigger problems when
festivals had to be celebrated.
Christmas and New Year could be
saved 'from going down the
College drain by
celebrations to November when
all the students are ' still on

:

pre-scheduli-

'UNlVEpiT'

.7

Mother & Day Celebrated

IoucmionJI

.

Pg

'

ng

Campus.

"Mother's ' Day" is in
process of being polished up for
Campus use. It tends to become
festival
such an '
since we have outgrown the years

Mothers are also far .away these
days. We can send the appropriate

certainly don't live on Campus;
students here are .not known to
in fact, often
cards provided from the choose this
bookstore or, if possible, invite work to prevent it. There seems to
mothers for Parents Weekend. "be little hope for remodeling
However, this is no new way of "Mother's Day" on Campus. But
celebrating and there is the danger
no! The slogan: "Give roses to
that it becomes a stilted festival or your lover. . sets this special day
reminiscences.
Mothers of our own generation
life-styl- e,

Now

old-fashion-

ed

in which we could please "mom"
with clumsy help and good will- -

Unique Exhibition Staged
cont. from pg. 4
.
loi m is hung from the low, slanted
ceiling in front of the light casting
an encompassing shadow over the
only access to the room.
Walking further- - into the- room

-

one perceives

the artist's

intention: the gallery space is
dimensionally a reconstruction of
the small attic room. One wall is

brick with a corresponding
punctured opening. On the
"
opposite wall lean short, regularly-space- d
moulding strips arranged
- like bars. Leaning against the far
wall is another low, wood
structure less permeable than the
first, with only one dark opening
disclosing a pile of small paper
squares on the floor behind. Due
to the shadows and the
structures ' in this room, the
participant is not allowed to
completely' penetrate
"It presses upon you nervously as
emotions do when you're angry or
'
upset," states Ross. Leaving this
room "through the same small
opening, one realizes that the
access to and from the room is
also somewhat
hindered.
A
number of moulding strips are
placed over a portion of the
ypassage way.
The participant ts then
instructed to walk
around
the track to find the other room.
Circling to the right, ' one will
discover at the east end of the
track, Ross's studio workshop
with scattered remnants of the
creative process. Every step in the
"
exploration of this environment is
; a discovery: Ross believes, "The '
whole art building is the piece."
The other small room is "in
contrast to the first; it is "light and
-

.

'

walk around," states Ross.
When experiencing
Martha
Ross's work, it is important to
remember that she istoming from
.

--

-

-

varied tones of rose pick up the
warm tones 1n the red brick of the
room and create a flickering color
interplay and a soft, textural
impression that yields to visual
penetration. To the left is a
skylight through which, when
open, one can look out over the
roof of the building covered with
red shingles. Responding to thjs
experience, the participant is
drawn back inside to
the echoed forms of
re-encoun-

a feminist perspective. The
themes of intimacy, participation

--

ter

rose-colore-

d,

paper squares on the
wall.' "I've tried to express my love
of. color and textures by using
materials in this project that
people can touch, climb into and
shingle-lik-

e

Positions Picked

bar-lik- e

conL from pg. 2

--

the-pac-

e.

--

'

and penetration can be

understood in this light. However,
the materials, the spaces, and the
experience "itself speak more

directly from this viewpoint.
The idea of community is
equally Integral to RossT Many
people were involved with the
realization 'of this piece, through
the contribution of their muscle,
their response and their support.
Nature, too, has contributed. In
the hollow of the punctured wall of
the second room there is a bird's
nest.- Ross has. respected the
condition of her environmental
-

spaces, allowing for the

Trustee Committee
Representatives

participation of her world. "I think
art should be an adventure,"
Terms are. two years in responded Marcia MacDonald.
& 1979-80- )
length. (1978-7."Obviouslyljpy .work .is no
,
Terms begin Fall, 78 v 'gallery work'Nothing I've usecfis"
Admissions: Carol Gates
permanent, the paper will
Finance:- - John Masaryk
deteriorate, the bricks will be
Development; John Stults
returned..." The exhibition ends
Buildings & Grounds: Greg
Saturday, May 13, and is worth the
Hook
experience.
.

9

;

-

"

-

,

half-wa-

y

,

"

.

--

.

.

colorful," . It ' is dimensionally
identical to the other room and,
likewise, to the redefined gallery
space. Again, there is a punctured
brick wall, and opposite to it, this
time, is a wall covered with small
rose colored paper squares. The

262-816-

--

M

i

6

II

.WOOSTER FISH

Dp Sa Foods
-

featuring:.,
lobster
catfisb '

-C-H

Rider Jeans
Sild QQ

fabric for saddlebroke
Dmfort. Boot cut for perfect fit. Made of 78
atton22 nylon. Blue denim.
R-ET-C-H

'

;

Oysters
scallops
BBQ ribs
:
RESTAURANT
.

HOURS

V

- 1pm - 10:30pm
Monday - Thursday - 10:30-10:3- 0

Sunday

and
RETAIL FRESH FISH

Friday

1

Saturday -

10:30-- 1

,

Men's Store - Main Floor

'

ilJM i,if4--

i

Jj. k

i

J

--

v '.'-.-

?

14

I'll'

H it?J. 'i-V- .

-i-

-4

:j
jj

am

230 N. Buckeye
t't

j

-T--

turbot

J

j

Treat Your Parents to
A Hero This Weekend

shrimp
- '
frog legs

282-833-

Lee
S-T-R-E-T-

I'Vlti-'i- -

;,

ii

HFcry to Buy Quality

j
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The Internationalist

Scfami dti SfoMtles West Geir inrnsiini Cafonimet
By Alkis Papademetriou

CABINET

CHANGES

planning a reshuffle for the spring,
but Defense Minister's resignation
made a reorganization unavoidable. The cabinet is made up of 15
ministers altogether.
Relay from Bonn, published by
the German information Center,
called the change-ove- r
in the
cabinet of 15 ministers a."notable
milestone,' which also marks a
generation change. The ministers
who stepped down were aD in their
fifties; the newcomers are in their
thirties or forties.

IN

BONN, W. GERMANY
West German Defense Minister
resigned from his cabinet post. He
said he had to assume "political
responsibility" for the action of
secret agents of the Military
Organization
(MAD) which had tapped private
telephones without authorization.
He has been replaced bv the
Finance Minister.
In the shuffle, Chancellor
Counter-Espionag-

.

e

Schmidt

accepted the
of three other

U.S. STATEMENT ON ITALY
A policy statment, issued by the
State Department, affirmed the
Carter administration's position is
that it does not favor communist
participation in West European
governments.
The statement was drafted a day

members of the cabinet which were
handed in for various private and
political reasons. The Chancellor
also shifted two ministries to' new
portfolios and promoted four
present or former state Secretaries
to ministerial rank.
Other new ministries are:

Research
Regional

and Technology;

Planning,

Housing;

Finance; Economic Cooperation;
and Education and Science. The
three other resignations were from
the ministries of: the Minister of

Economic

.

Cooperation; the

Minister for Environment; and the

Minister

for Education

and

Science.
' This is the largest change in
Bonn cabinet in the nearly four
years since Chancellor Schmidt
assumed office. He had been

,

Western

;

1

European country

.

The

high-lev- el

values and interests, and we do not
believe that the Communists share
those values and interests."
Also President Carter said in
Paris: "It is precisely when
democracy is up against difficult,
challenges that its leaders must
show firmness in resisting the
temptation of finding solutions in

with senior Administration

officials. There has been nochange
in the Administration's attitude

toward Western European
Communist parties, including that

--

-

75-kilome- ter

transportation costs increases tre- mendously Greece's importance
as a transportational .center and
thus her economic and political
status.
ACTIVITIES SET FOR THE

v
with the
border. Ships will sail up
this canal all the way to the Danube
with the aid of three dams and
another
canal to be
constructed along the route of the
Axios river within the Greek
Greek-Yugosla-

INTERNATIONAL' WEEK-

:
END
On Saturday, May 13, and
Sunday May 14, the 2nd
International Weekend will be held
at the College of Wooster.
International Students of different
colleges from Ohio and Pennsylvania will be participating along
with CO. W. students in the
.

.

16-kilome- ter

border.
The Greek government has
been conducting talks with other 9
interested governments that lie
within the route of the Danzig-Athen- s

-

non-democrat-

t

activities of this day.
The activities include:

highway
international
Opening reception on Saturday
regarding monetary and technical
forces.'
morning, games walking around
We will not comment the details.
and visiting the campus, sports
increased the level of our concern. statment, because it is very "clear"-an- d
The construction of the activities.
obviously shows the principles
Europort, on the Thermaic Gulf
DISCUSSION: Problems that
of the American foreign policy, but will turn ' Greece into an . international students face when
we would like people to think a little international bridge connecting they come at the U.S.A. The slide
. Europe to Asia and Africa and
bit about this policy.
series "Echos of their Minds,"
AN INTERNATIONAL CITY Thessaloniki into a great dealing with these problems will be
IN NORTHERN GREECE
presented, and a disco on Saturday
international commercial center
IN TMZ RAM ADA INN bridging, three continents. night.
4 The
construction . ot. three .o Consequently; the City will witness
Europort, the a dazzling development eventually
colossal projects-thWeekend will be a slide taoe
river road becoming a kind of a European
presentation, "Greece as viewed
t
Bring your Parents Down
highway Hong Kong.
by the Greeks,"by Panayotis
'
and
a
to Pike's Peak Camera Shop
connecting Danzig, Poland, with
The Thermaic Gulf was chosen ! Constantatos, a Greek student
Athens, Greece via Central as the site of the Europort because from Kenyon College. The show
Europe, has just been announced. ' of its proximity to Middle East. The captures many different aspects of
Greek life with a great sensitivity
for the mind and the history of the
Greek People.
Greek students at the Cqllege of '
Wooster who have seen the
presentation, feel that if shows a
realistic and moving viewof Greece
as they know it to be.
We would like to invite you to
participate, in this activity.
Saturday, May 13, 7:45 p.m. in
Babcock International House.

of Italy, although recent
developments in Italy have

.

--

canal connecting

.

.

includes of course, oil. A cut in

The project is
scheduled to be completed in five
stages. The 5th stage involves the'
construction by Greece of a

share profound ' democratic

to Italy. The following is the text:
"Ambassador Gardner's visit to
Washington
has provided an
occasion for a general policy review

.1--

.

os

transportations. The latter

Commission.

Thessaloniki

Danube-Morava-Axi-

route along with the Danzig-Athen- s
international highway and
the Thessaloniki Europort ' will .
push Greece into the main bulk of
central and Northern European

Nations Technical Services

reduced. As we have said in the
past, we believe the best way to
achieve these goals rests with the efforts of democratic parties to
meet the aspirations of their people
for effective, just, and government.
The United States and Italy

meetings involving
President Carter, Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance, and Richard
N. Gardner, the U.S. Ambassador
of

Thessaloniki-Por- t
Said air route is
only 1,420 kilometers compared
with 2,730 kilometers for the'
Genoa-Por- t
Said one and 2,850
kilometers and 2,420 kilometers for :
Said . and
the MarsaiUes-Por- t
Trieste:Port Said routes respec- x ."
tively.

.

--

also

resignation

As .the President and other When completed these ambitious
members of the Administration . plans will contribute enormously to
have publicly stated on a number of the further development of
occasions, our West European -- Macedonia, the northern part of
Allies are sovereign countries and, Greece, the Aegean and
rightly and properly, the decision
Thessaloniki, for they 'will,
on how they are governed rests undoubtedly, change radically the
with their citizens alone. At the economic, technological, social
same time, we believe we have an and even ecological and
obligation to our friends and Allies demographic life of these areas.
to express our views clearly.
The Greek , and Yogoslav
Administration
leaders have governments have set up planning
repeatedly expressed our views on committees whose task is to draft
plans for the construction of the
the issue of Communist participation and would like to see Danube-Axio- s
river route in
Communist . influence in any cooperation with the United

ic

.

.'.--

'

Plko'o Pec!:

Camera Shop

1

.

.

--

e

Danube-Morava-Axios

trans-Europea-

.

1

5

i

n

-

:

i

-
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SPRINGTIME

t

$2.00 each

X

-
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.

u
I

hard shell hats in
Wooster's black & gold
i

:
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Florence 0 Wilson
oooKStore ;
'
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CampusA ctivists Stereotyped
stereotype of the
campus activist has always been
that of the scion of a white, middle-- .
class, suburban family. 'A
Stanford University
study of 294 student participants
in a spring, 1977 protest comes
close to confirming the image.

1977 Stanford protest against the
university's investments in firms
operating in South Africa.
She discovered that a majority
.'.
of the students hailed from
.
suburban families with annual
incomes of more than $20,000.
Eighty percent of the families were
Stanford News Service headed by fathers working in
commissioned assistant communi-- '
r
professions. Forty
cations professor Diana-- , percent of the protestors' mothers
Tillinghast to oversee the study of..: were also professionals.
.' The students saw themselves as
students arrested during the May,
significantly more liberal than the
rest of the student body. Most
professed
no animosity toward
7
pg.
":
cont. from
,

(CPS)-Th- e

just-releas-

a

i

.

students who did not join the
demonstration, but the professed
it with a small note of disdain. One
student, James Lutz, felt sorry for
"In a sense,"
the

.

ed

.

non-participant-

white-colla-

Mother's Day

:

"

--

.

--

in a new and seemingly
'appropriate context. A festival of
love! And is not love the basis for
"Mother's Day'? J
The title, however, can be a little
confusing. When lovers give roses
to each other on this particular '
day, the uneasy feeling might
creep up: "Have I forgotten. . . . .?".

lecture on the future of professional sports.

;

.

--

'-'

doubled the opportunities

available when one Woodrow
Wilson Fellow is here. ..
r
Ellen Kennedy participated in a
- numbers of, French, Histoiy and
English courses, and was guest at
the Women's Table. She gave a
reading of major Western French
and Negritude poets in French and
then in English. She also presented
a lecture on the poetry' of Aime
Cesaire and Leopold Senghor."

Jointly the Kennedys met with
members of campus publications
staffs, talked with the students on
the Crossroads Africa program,
and took part in discussions on the
two professional family. They met
with international students, led a
seminar on modem architecture,
and were present at the Social
'.
Science Table.
Padraic Kennedy presented the
convocation on May 3 which was

entitled "America's Most

Distinguished New Town,

New Faculty

;.

i cont. from pg-- 3
Wooster faculty members "have
access to an incredible degree of
involvement in the college
.

-

;.--..-.

--

community" through participation
in committees and various other

programs.

of protestors,

number

When asked why they

participated in the
arrest, 99 percent
moral
convictions.
sit-i-

n

and risked

CENTRAL TRUST

GOMPANYof WAYNE COUNTY

Wilson Scholars End Week Visit
by Cynthia Keever 7
Ellen Conroy and Padraic M,
Kennedy were Woodrow Wilson
Visiting Scholars during the week
of May 1. The Visiting Scholar,
program is unique in that it allows a
major representative from a field
to spend time not only in formal
speaking but also in informal
contact with students. In the case
" of the Kennedys the week was
especially effective .because it

A

though, claimed a similarity to civil
rights demonstrators of the past.

LET THE

"

,

Bonnie Kuhn, Commissioner of Baseball, will be visiting the
College of Wooster this weekend to talk to classes and

s.

he commented, "they couldn't
break out of classes and study to
find out what was going on. They
couldn't think of things beyond
their own lives."

Columbia, Maryland." He had
lunch with Wooster city planners,
and gave a seminar on American
and European new. towns. He
visited several Political Science,

provide you with your
popular WISH BOOK

Economics, Urban Studies,

History, and Speech classes. He
sat in on one student's I.S. oral
which dealt with the history of the
Peace Corps. Since Kennedy was
one of the original developers of the

edition of our

1978

Peace Corps, this was an
-

invaluable opportunity for the
student After talking with Julie
Betz, a senior Urban Studies major
who is interested in city
, management, Kennedy offered her
an internship position at Columbia
for next year.

--

Both of the Kennedys said that '
they were impressed with Wooster
students, and found them

intelligent and open.

and the equally
popular edition of our
1978 WORK BOOK

TO HELP VOI R "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE.
CENTRAL TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS PLAN TO FIT ANY
BUDGET AND ANY NEED.
TO HELP MAKE YOUR "WORK" EASIER . . . EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR AND ESPECIALLY AT TAX
A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
TIME"
THE ANSWER! KEEP TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT, HAVE VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
BILLS PAID, AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR "WORK BOOK," YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
TO PUT INTO OUR "WISH BOOK"!

...

MADELINE KAMI
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Injuries Cloud Outlook for. .Scots in OAC i mcl
:

;

Brian Kelly was ' ;.The Scots will be relying on the
by Jim Wilkins
'so as to be ready for this weekend's long jump
long
jump (20 9&), performances of a half dozen
fourth in the
The Scot track team, hampered OAC championship meet.
by the absence of several key - Wooster managed first places in Mark Thomas was fourth in the people for this weekend's OAC
and Blake j championship. Jeff Kirk, who has
performers, finished second in a three events and tied for first in a triple .jump
three-teameet last Saturday at fourth. Senior Slick Wimberly took Moore was fourth in the discus qualified in both the mile and
'
originally appeared to be one
Wooster. Ohio Northern easily a first in the 200 yd. dash (22.4) and (127-4- ) tc round out Wooster V:
of the Scots best bets for an
was tied for first in the 100 yd. dash scoring in the field events.
outdistanced the Scots
r The . Scots'
typically strong individual title, but his hamstring
to 53 while Marietta was (10.1).
third with 23 points.
The Scots claimed firsts in both : distance performances were not to .. injury has slowed him in the last two
Ironically, the best performance
hurdle events, with freshman Doug be had against Northern as junior weeks. r
Bill Reedy has some of the fastest
by a Scot runner produced no Greenleaf winning the 120 yd. highs Jeff Pepper's third place finish in
points in the meet scoring. Senior in 16.1 and senior Brian Volz the mile (4:29.4) was the extent of qualifying times in the mile and
three-mil- e
Bill Reedy ran an
. andy is a force to be
winning the 440 yd. intermediate
Wooster's scoring in the
e
v
run in an effort hurdles in 58.3.
reckoned with in both events.
exhibition
mile and three mile. . ; -- - The Scots were more successful
Junior Don Bordine was seventh in
to qualify for the NCAA Division III
Wooster took seconds in both
the conference last year in the
national meet but his time of weight events with junior Don ' in the 440 yd. dash where junior
30:35.5 fell 4.5 seconds short of the Bordine in the discus (137-3- ) and Jeremy Dahl equaled the winning r discus and is looking to place in the
qualifying standard. The time still sophomore Todd Lamb in the shot time of 52.1 but finished second,
Sophomore John Feren-chi- k and freshman Ron Shrine was
bettered the Wooster record by (43-9;
minutes.
i
was
second in the triple jump fourth in 52.6.
more than three
'
- The Scots were without the at 43 feet, again narrowly missing
Wooster soccer "ace Key
services of sophomore Ron Austin
the OAC qualifying standard of 43-- i Akintunde put his speed to good
'
;
use on the track by gaining a tie for'.';
and Jeff Kirk. Austin, the team's
leading high jumper and school
Senior Dennis Riesley was third in the 100 yd. dash in 10.3. x
record holder in that event, is out . second in the pole vault (13 feet) Sophomore Keith Allen was third
for the remainder of the season and sophomore Chuck Ranson ' in the' 440 intermediate hurdles
was second in the high jump (6 (59.7) while Brian Kelly added a
with bad ligaments in his ankle.
feet). Don Austin was third in the fourth place finish in the 220 23.9.
Kirk chose to rest a sore hamstring
-

.

(20-10-

: r
top six this year. ;'
Dennis Riesley has qualified in
the .: pole vault, - while Slick
Wimberly has qualified in the 100
200. Though senior
and
i
..Manny Stone has not competed
",
this spring because of
- knee
surgery, he is trying to
prepare for the conference meet.
and has qualified by virtue of his ...
having been a place winner in past
'''':-;- .
years.
'', .J--"Idon't know what we'regoihgto J
do," admitted coach Jim Bean. "If
people come through well score
more than just a small number of points. ' '
'-

-

),

"

--
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Lamb missed qualifying for the OAC
Championships in the shot put by 1 inches, but a lifetime
best of 137 9" in the discus has qualified him in that event.
':;7'. 'r:
" "
Photo by Dave Koppenhaver. Sophomore-Tod-
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Sept liaxmera Tough Against UnbeatenOhio State
wier
by Kevin Lynch

afterwards, MuDer scored his with the play by Baxter, MuDer,
Wooster men's second goal, again with Baxter Henig and freshman midfielder
lacrosse team lost a close 0 C assisting, to bring Wooster within WesGeer.
decision to the undefeated Ohio two;
with just under three'
"We had great ball control for
State Buckeyes a week ago minutes left in the game.
most of the game, and a lot wasdue
Wednesday at Carl Dalefield.
The Buckeyes' offense finally to Scott Baxter," Marangi
OSU had a solid 12-- 6 advantage woke up and scored with 2: 12 left to commented.
early in the final period when the take the stfng out of the Scots and ' Top scorers for the Scots were
Scots strarted chipping away at the get a little breathing room. OSU . Baxter with his four assists and
lead. Freshman Dtxi Henig started ' added an insurance goal with less
the comeback at 12:52 remaining than a minute left to account for the
when he scored off a Scott Baxter final score.
pass, the second of four Baxter
WOOSTER coach Art Marangi
assists for the game. Less than a ' was pleased with the Scots'
minute later, George MuDer scored performance against the
d
an unassisted goal to bring the
Bucks.
"
Scots within four, 12-"This was by far our best effort of I
After six minutes of scoreless the year," Marangi said. "We were it
play, John PizzareOi took a Baxter aggressive in every phase of the
pass and fired in a bouncing shot for . game."
his third goal of the game. Shortly
Marangi, was-- especially please

PizzareDi with
assist MuDer

TKe College of

14-1-

12-1- 0,

.

.

--

.

assist

-

9-- 6.

The Scots fired 35 shots at the
Buckeye goal and scored on eight
of 14 shots in the second half.
-

co-captai-

Defend OAC Title
Golfers
Koppenhaver

provided the scoring punch for the
Scots, taking part in eight of the
Scot's nine goals with four goals
and four assists. Scott Baxter had
two goals while Art Hoffman, Ned
Thompson and Wes Geer had one
goal each. Scott recorded 19 saves
for the game.
Wooster will carry a
record
into the final week of the season.
The Scots will wind up with home

'

..

--

all 'Season. First, they've-bee- n
playing some of the best teams in
the nation Slippery Rock, Indiana
of Pennsylvania, Perm State, and a
Division I, II
host of other
and ID colleges'. The experience
big-nam-

.

e

cost them on the scorecard
occasionally and almost always a
finish in the lower third of the field. It

-

gained them much more

experience seeing how the best do
things and an ability to play under
pressure.
Now as they face a host of

Division III OAC schools, Nye is
hoping for dividends.
"There is no other school in the
OAC that plays a schedule
comparable to ours," Nye said.
"We've played teams better than
us all year and we've constantly
strived to reach that quality. We're
used to a - big tournament

atmosphere." ,
Second, the Scots have played in
big tournaments in another way.
April 29 and 30 they played in the
Perm State Invitational and
competition has been the

Ail-Americ-

5-- 6

an

Greg Nye was tourney
medalist last year, senior John Gill,
who just returned to the team two
weeks ' ago, was eighth, and
sophomore Jack Pico, 11th.
"I think any coach would be
happy to have three golfers as good
as the returning,'' Nye commented. "Wesleyan, our toughest
competition, has two very 'fine
freshmen. But they haven't gone',
out "and done it yet. Our guys

.

All-Ohi- o.

4..

and handled it. Senior
three-tim- e

.
.x

have-

games against Oberlin on

Wednesday and Michigan State on
Saturday, May 13th, which will be
the seniors last game.

-

The rest of the team appears
quite capable of solid back-up-.
Senior Spencer Botzum shot an
opening round 72 two years ago on
this course (Apple Valley, near
Kenyon College) and seems ready
to go, according to Nye.
. The other two team members in
tournament (best five
the
of six scores count for each round)
are freshmen Scott Eisentrout and
-

.-

six-ma-

....

--

Coming off of fine games, against Ohio State and Ashland,
the lacrosse team faces Michigan State tomorrow
afternoon. Photo by Dave Koppenhaver.

n

Dan Iceman. Eisentrout is "comjng
off his best intercollegiate round"
according to Nye. He shot a 75 at
the Indiana Invitational and was
very consistent before that.
Iceman has shown great strides
but has yet to find consistency. For
instance, in that same Indiana
tourney, he followed a disastrous
nine-hol- e
47 with a very fine 38 on
the back nine. "He's capable of
some very good golf," Nye said.
Ohio Wesleyan is clearly the
team to beat if Wooster hopes for
first. They destroyed the Scots in
the Dale Beckler Invitational,
claiming fifth while the Scots were

.,

.

a cummer job.
Talk to Manpower,
We've got summer job

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK

.

major religions have their parochial and their universal aspects, and the
problem of abortion is NOT a parochial one. It is one of universal morality,
and it is neither a Catholic problem, nor a Jewish problem, nor a Protestant
problem. It involves the killing of a human being, an act forbidden by
universal commandment.
Rabbi Marvin S. Antehnan, U.S.
AO

.

opportunities for temporary
workers. In factories, warehouses, stores... indoors
and outdoors.
Work as much as you
want. Or as little. It's up
to you.
There's a Manpower office
almost anywhere you're
spending the summer. Stop
in and we'll plan a job
schedule for you. -

Coordinator of Jewish Survival Legion
And Chief Justice of the Supreme
Rabbinical Court of America

:

- ABORTION FACTS

In 1944, a physician in Germany could participate in genocide with legal
sanction: in America he would have, been a murderer. In 1977, in America,
a physician can perform an abortion with legal sanction; in Germany, he
would be a murderer. We have come 360 degrees on the moral compass.
Baten & Enos, Cancer Bulletin
Vol. 29, No. 4, "Questions of Authenticity and Situational Ethics"

YlrlANPOfVER
An equal opportunity employer.

.

54-hol-

e

36-hol-

e

of fare. The Ohio
usual
Conference Championships are 54
holes, 18 Thursday and 36 Friday.
"One of the things we are really
ready to do is play a tournament as
physically demanding as this," Nye
bbseved. "A lot of these teams are
going to get tired because they just
haven't had to play this long before.
We practice before and after,
every tournament we play 'in.
When your legs get tired the ball
goes haywire. Our legs will not go."
Third, surprisingly enough, is
experience. The Scots will be led by
three players who have been
pressure
through conference
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Cheese, Pepperoni, Saucate,
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Unbak6d pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods

WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us:
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Pittsburgh

"Made to Order

Weekdays-5p.m.-la.-

Monday ftiru
F'idoy and Sotu'day

cgusb pizza

Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!

DINO'S

Th-jrsdo-
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Freshman George Muller

i

v

captain and

5-- 5

Art Marangi. "Ned Long (senior
held the league's leading
scorer to just two assists and Dave
Scott played one of his better
games in goal," he added.

8.

before

A.

and Henig two, with Tom Edson
and NedThompson chipping a goal
apiece and Jack Frymire adding an

highly-toute-

by Dave
All season long the young Scot
golf team has been playing some of
the best golf teams in some of the
best tournaments in the nation.
They have also been getting
beaten, in many cases badly. Their
highest two finishes were third ol
six at the Ashland Invitational and
.7"
seventh of 13 in the
Now as they prepare for . the
Ohio Conference Championships,
Thursday and Friday, May 11 & 12,
coach Bob Nye is saying, Tm going
down there with the idea that we're
going to win. I honestly believe that
and I think the players do to."
The statement does not appear
so ridiculous in light of the
preparations the Scots have made

..
...
lt
goaue
uave acott
stopped 12 OSU shots.
The team used a solid defense
and a fourth period scoring burst to
down the Ashland Eagles
Saturday,
The Scots scored four goals in
the fourth period and allowed only
one break open a
tie.
,
"Our team defense was the best
it's been all year," said Scot coach

three goals and one
scored three goals

1

262 0444

Sat-5p.m.-2a.-

m.

m.

Sunday Carry-Ou- t

Only

5-1-

2,

Closed Tues.
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Scottie Netters Favored fc
three before pulling out her win. '
5th single Loraine Wilder was the
lone Scottie loss.
Wooster was next slated to
meet perennial powers Denison
and Toledo on Saturday for one of
the "big" matches of the season,
but were' cancelled out by Mother
Nature. The low point of the week (and
the season) came on Monday

by Deb Berg

The Scottie netters started off,
the week"with a win, but it was
downhill from then on.
Wednesday, Wooster ' visited
large college member Kent State
for their
and whipped them
.

8-- 1

10th consecutive victory. Each
victorious Scottie individual and
team won in two sets, except 3rd
single Nina Gordon, who had to go

The Scots capped off a
road trip by whipping
Heidelberg 2 last Saturday. The
Scots record now stands at
The Scots first appeared to be in
trouble when top man Paul
Wardlaw couldn't play because of
Alness. Paul's older brother Dave,
however, came to the rescue and
filled in magnificently at first
singles. Dave easily handled his
opponent in a two set match.

month-lon- g

7--

5-- 4.

The makeshift fineup filled in well

hockey, the playoffs or the "second
season" is when the true measure
of a team is taken. It is the same for
OAC tennis and the tournament is
at Wooster today and tomorrow
(weather providing).
- Last year the Scots finished
a
very respectable sixth - in the
fourteen team tournament. The
.team hopes to finish that high this
year. But after graduating the first
four singles players, the Scots will
need a good draw and consistent
clutch playing to finish much
better.

ce

7-- 6,

6,

0

"

.

This Week's Scot & Scottie Sports Action
(2) at home Sat., May 13, 1 p.m.; vs Mt
- ' - "
'
:'
Union.
r- MEN'S TENNIS hosting Ohio Athletic Conference Championships Fit
and Sat, May 12 and 13; vs Hiram at home Tues., May 16, 2 p.m.
MENS LACROSSE vs Michigan State at home Sat., May 13, 2 p.m.
GOLF at Ohio Athletic Conference Championships in Gambier Thurs.,
' and Fit, May 11 and 12; at Youngstown Invitational Mon.; May 15.
at
MENS TRACK at Ohio Athletic Conference Championships
Baldwin-Wallac- e
Fit, and Sat., May 12 and 13. WOMEN'S TENNIS at State Tournament at Delaware Denison, Fit
and Sat., May 11, 12, and 13.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE hosting Midwest Tournament Sat, May 13.
SOFTBALL at State Tournament at Wright State Thurs., Fri and Sat,
' , - May 11, 12, and 13. --

.

.

.

.

:

Loraine Wilder and Fran

Scottie

played tremendously. K.C. Clark
by Brenda E. Lugar
'The. last two games for the and Mary Vlahos played excellent

Women's Varsity Lacross' team games." Wooster's zone defense
found the Scotties facing two held Kenyon to only, 14 shots on
strong teams in Kenyon and Ohio goal and Goalie K.C. Clark came
Wesleyan. Wooster played up with 10 saves.
extremely well in both games but
The offense was strong as well,
unfortunately they still came up
and to distributing r their" scoring over
short, losing to Kenyon,
three different players. Kathy
Ohio Wesleyan,
In the Kenyon game, Coach Seaman, - Ellen Hicks, and
KathyMoore felt. The defense Maryann Brown were all credited
.

4-- 3

6-- 2.

.

.

"

"

Team Drops Pair

--

;

.

; ...
'with goals in that game.
The Ohio Wesleyan game was
also a close game although the
score does not show it. The first-- '
half was dominated by Ohio ,
: Wesleyan.
They had 17 shots on
goal; four of them resulting in
scores. The Scotties on the other
hand, had only 6 sriots on goal, and
finished the half with" the
": score
The Scotties got
together in the second half
.though, and they matched
Wesleyan's scoring
Wooster
had 10 shots on goal to Wesleyan s
.,.

j

--th-

ey

4-- 0.

2-2- ..

-

foes to finish off

the season. The Scots play Hiram
on May 16 and Akron on Mav 20
OAC Tennis Preview
In professional basketball and

.

received number 1 seeds.
The 1st and 3rd doubles pairs
likewise drew top honors, while
Cleary, Hampton, Gordon and the
2nd doubles team were one step
with number 2 seeds.
.
Oberlin, projected as Wooster's.
toughest competition during the
tourney ."received all but one.of the
first seeds not allotted to Wooster. ;
Dark horse candidate for the team '
title include Denison, Ohio
Wesleyan and Wittenberg.

-

'

"

--

'

:

,.

f

Kielbowicz, the 4th, 5th and 6th
singles players respectively, all.

BASEBALL' vs Baldwin-Wallac-e

"

--

nament this weekend, SextonJ.
stated that the loss "may be the"
best thing - now they know they ..
have to really knuckle down for the
tournament."
Wooster faired well throughout the tourney seeding procedures. ..
Scottie members Audi Wynn,

6-- 2

Though understandably

abandoning their, effective

behind .Wardlaw. While Andy
Levinson and Bruce McLane
Respectively, the fineup for the
dropped dose matches, the rest of
the Scots won. Mike Flannelly, Scots will be Paul Wardlaw, Andy
Todd Drennan, and Al Lave were Levinson, Bruce McLane, Dave
Wardlaw, Mike Flannelly, and
victors in straight set matches.
The Scots swept the doubles to Todd Drennan. The fineup for.
doubles will be LevinsonD.
clinch the victory. Andy Levinson
teamed with Dave Wardlaw to beat v Wardlaw. P. WardlawDrennan,
Heidelberg's top doubles tandem. and FlanneDyAI Lave. While none
Bruce McLane filled in for the ailing of the Scots figure to get a seed,
Wardlaw and teamed with Todd there is a good chance that many of
Drennan for a straight set victory. ..the Scots wiD do well in their
Mike Flannelly and Al Lave easily individual tournaments.
The tournaments figures to be a
handled their opponents for a third
three way battle between Ohio
doubles victory.
Weslyan, Wittenberg, and
Because of a Marietta cancellation, the Heidelberg match Ken yon. Due to their depth and
closed out the regular OAC season fine doubles teams, Ken yon could
for the Scots. After the OAC dislodge Ohio Weslyan as the OAC
tournament the Scots face two champs.
non-conferen-

1--

"

beneficial. - With the Scotties heading into
the Ohio Small College StateTpur- -

7-- 5

7-- 6,

--

;

disappointed over the broken ;
victory streak, coach Doc Sexton
views the loss as possibly"?

:

U

:

;--

baseline game.
' Wooster wins came at 1st
Cleary and
doubles where-A-nn
Pam Hampton squeezed by with a
victory. Additionally, 3rd
single Nina Gordon won
and Fran Kielbowicz extended
her string to 11-- at 6th singles with
her win.

3-- 6

-

.:

attacking style for the Wesleyan

when the Scotties suffered their
first loss of the season at the hands
of Ohio Wesley an University,
at OWU.
Sensing the chance to salvage
an otherwise unspectacular sub
"played over
.500 season,-OWtheir heads" according to their
own coach.
v
Wooster's biggest mistake was

Scots Host OAC Tennis
by Mike Flannelly

.:...

'
"

The tournament will also be
for great individuals
talent. Senior Kenny Walker of
OWU is undefeated in four years of
OAC play and is the favorite to win
his fourth straight singles crown
tomorrow. His main nemisis is
senior Chris Vandenberg of
Kenyon. Chris' younger brother
Pete is a threat to win the second
singles title for Kenyon.

case

u

a-show-

,

9. Ellen Hicks and Maryann Brown,
again scored for Wooster. Goalie
K.C. Clark finished the game with
a total ot Z saves.
Coach Moore said ; of the
Wesleyan game that in the second
half . the - midfield - connections
remained in a zone, but played a "
little bit more man to man defense.
.and that made the difference.

.

-

-

Golfers Set for OAC

r

cont. from pg. 11 "
mired in 11th. But that tournament
was by Nye's admission the Scots'
the season." r:
"low
. point, of
i
in
:l I
i ununrcu
weeK
later
woosier
f
in
OWU
behind
just eight strokes
They have
the
made vast strides since.
"We've been pushing for '
conference and if we don't win it
won't be because we haven't tried,
Nye said. This team already has
worked harder -- than any other
team Tve ever coached. They've .
got a lot of pride and are feeling the '
pressure of the past. They don't
tunt tr he theteam that lets it si in
"

;

'

r
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36-hol-

.
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Eg to find
you have that some place
special you'd Kke to go to
or that special something
you'd like to buy or do,
then start saving for it
today. We can help. Stop
in and see us.

If

First

Federal

Sophomore Maryann" Brown scored goals in each of the
Scotties setbacks last week. Photo by Dave Koppenhaver.

.. Jr
Talk to Manpower.
We've got summer job
opportunities for office
temporaries. Typists, sterfos,
receptionists, and more.
Work as much as you
want. Or as little. It's up
- v
to you.
..- There's a Manpower office
almost anywhere you're
spending the summer. Stop
in anu we ii ytaii a juw v
schedule for you.
--

"

1812 Cleveland Roa

ABO RTION Up thru 14 Weeks .

Safe and Gentle ; T Mn?t- Exner i e n ced - rx w w ...w
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Sympathetic Counseling
c
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential ;
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.

iUXim Collect

bUS&'ffttfli

J

away." "
- . '
And what a past. It tradition
."means anything the Scots have it in
the bag. Since 1969 the team has
finished lower than second only
in 1974 when their '
once. (fourth
.
.
i
uja siis.
mtmttAr- turn matior
pended). They have won the

tournament

the last three

consecutive years.
Can they do it again? Nye didn't
even answer the question. He just
gave the thumbs-up- .
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